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Description
=end

Associated revisions
Revision 80cb3351 - 06/11/2011 07:05 AM - kou (Kouhei Sutou)
lib/rexml/parsers/xpathparser.rb (REXML::Parsers::XPathParser#parse), test/rexml/test_elements.rb
(ElementsTester::test_each_with_frozen_condition): don't modify original XPath. fixes #4164 Reported by Pavel Shved. Thanks!!!
git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/trunk@31995 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823f69b080e

Revision 31995 - 06/11/2011 07:05 AM - kou (Kouhei Sutou)
lib/rexml/parsers/xpathparser.rb (REXML::Parsers::XPathParser#parse), test/rexml/test_elements.rb
(ElementsTester::test_each_with_frozen_condition): don't modify original XPath. fixes #4164 Reported by Pavel Shved. Thanks!!!

Revision 31995 - 06/11/2011 07:05 AM - kou (Kouhei Sutou)
lib/rexml/parsers/xpathparser.rb (REXML::Parsers::XPathParser#parse), test/rexml/test_elements.rb
(ElementsTester::test_each_with_frozen_condition): don't modify original XPath. fixes #4164 Reported by Pavel Shved. Thanks!!!

Revision 31995 - 06/11/2011 07:05 AM - kou (Kouhei Sutou)
lib/rexml/parsers/xpathparser.rb (REXML::Parsers::XPathParser#parse), test/rexml/test_elements.rb
(ElementsTester::test_each_with_frozen_condition): don't modify original XPath. fixes #4164 Reported by Pavel Shved. Thanks!!!

Revision 31995 - 06/11/2011 07:05 AM - kou (Kouhei Sutou)
lib/rexml/parsers/xpathparser.rb (REXML::Parsers::XPathParser#parse), test/rexml/test_elements.rb
(ElementsTester::test_each_with_frozen_condition): don't modify original XPath. fixes #4164 Reported by Pavel Shved. Thanks!!!

Revision 31995 - 06/11/2011 07:05 AM - kou (Kouhei Sutou)
lib/rexml/parsers/xpathparser.rb (REXML::Parsers::XPathParser#parse), test/rexml/test_elements.rb
(ElementsTester::test_each_with_frozen_condition): don't modify original XPath. fixes #4164 Reported by Pavel Shved. Thanks!!!

Revision 31995 - 06/11/2011 07:05 AM - kou (Kouhei Sutou)
lib/rexml/parsers/xpathparser.rb (REXML::Parsers::XPathParser#parse), test/rexml/test_elements.rb
(ElementsTester::test_each_with_frozen_condition): don't modify original XPath. fixes #4164 Reported by Pavel Shved. Thanks!!!

Revision 31995 - 06/11/2011 07:05 AM - kou (Kouhei Sutou)
lib/rexml/parsers/xpathparser.rb (REXML::Parsers::XPathParser#parse), test/rexml/test_elements.rb
(ElementsTester::test_each_with_frozen_condition): don't modify original XPath. fixes #4164 Reported by Pavel Shved. Thanks!!!
merges r31995 and r31998 from trunk into ruby_1_9_2.

- lib/rexml/parsers/xpathparser.rb (REXML::Parsers::XPathParser#parse), test/rexml/test_elements.rb (ElementsTester::test_each_with_frozen_condition): don't modify original XPath. fixes #4164 Reported by Pavel Shved. Thanks!!! --
- ChangeLog: fix ticket number at r31995. fixes #4161 is correct.

git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/branches/ruby_1_9_2@32378 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

History

#1 - 12/16/2010 11:37 PM - nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

begin
This issue was solved with changeset r30228.
Usaku, thank you for reporting this issue.
Your contribution to Ruby is greatly appreciated.
May Ruby be with you.

=end